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SPArk
The story behind the name SPARK
“What do we call it?”
We wondered.... it was to be an
exhibition of the best of our award
winners, “our SPARKS.... SPA’s sparks….
of course!!” this came from none other
than Prof Manoj Mathur.

worthiness. Replacements were had
with some degree of cajoling and
coaxing.
And we were finally ready for
printing.

And so the exhibition was christened
‘SPArk’ even ‘SPArch. Along the way
the spelling was ‘corrected’ to SPARK
and then it was just a designer step to
SPARX. Alumni and students created
the art work for it and soon we had a
banner too...
So we reached out….
Many agreed to send in work, many
didn’t have the time, there were some
weddings too…. but all liked the idea
and wished the exhibition well.
Students, alumni and faculty got
together and planned the panels
and the exhibition. Alumni sent
work which was examined for print-
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Director’s Note
PROF. (DR.) P. S. N RAO

The Department of Architecture
of SPA New Delhi has completed
75 years of its existence. On this
glorious event of its Platinum
Jubilee, the Faculty, Students and
Alumni of the School celebrated the
occasion with several memorable
events. The Department started
as a part of the erstwhile Delhi
Polytechnic established way back
in the year 1941 by the then British
Government. Architect Mehdi
Ali Mirza was the first Head of
the Department of Architecture.
He worked till 1947 and then
migrated to Pakistan and was
replaced by John Terry, a Walter
George protégé. Subsequently,
there were several teachers who
shaped the Department. In the
year 1958, the Department was
merged with the School of Town and
Country Planning. This School was
rechristened as School of Planning
and Architecture ( SPA ) and the
Department of Architecture became
an integral part of it. Over the last
75 years, the Department has seen
iv

several teachers, students and
alumni and has come a long way with
many achievements.
In the year 1992, the Golden Jubilee
of the Department was celebrated
with the visit of HRH Prince Charles,
Prince of Wales. This time, as a part
of the Platinum Jubilee celebrations
in the year 2018, the highlight was
the visit of the Brazilian Ambassador
Andre Correa do Lago, an
architecture critic and Pritzker Jury
Member. He also delivered a talk on
‘Nationalism and Architecture’ on the
occasion.
There were several other events
also such as a Lecture Series, Panel
Discussions, Platinum Jubilations,
Chai with Alumni, Chahe Mujhe
Koi Architect Kahe’ and Delhi
Dallying which were organised to
commemorate the completion of 75
years. SPARKS was an exhibition of
award winning works of the alumni
of the Department which attracted a
lot of attention of one and all in the

city. Another exhibition was a show
of the panels of the 2014 Venice
Architecture Biennale, curated by
the Brazilian Ambassador Lago.
An attempt has been made here to
document all the events and capture
the wonderful and joyous moments
of the Platinum Jubilee celebrations.
I extend my hearty congratulations
to all the students, alumni and
teachers who have been a part of the
Department of Architecture and have
helped in its evolution and growth
as a premier centre of excellence.
I hope that this tempo would be
maintained and the Department
would grow to greater heights in the
times to come.
With warm wishes,

Prof. (Dr) P. S. N Rao

Coordinator’s Note
PROF. (DR.) RANJANA MITAL

We were celebrating our 75th year as
the Department of Architecture and
we wanted to do something special.
SPA’s golden jubilee was celebrated
in 1992 with a visit by His Royal
Highness Prince Charles of Wales as
well as an exhibition of alumni work.
The School had grown in numbers
and influence in the 25 years since.
We wanted to reflect on the impact
of the institution over this period
of time as well as the diversity of
trajectories its alumnae had followed,
giving them also a chance to come
back to the School to interact with
our students, share their work and
their memories.
Planning for the celebrations began
in 2017 and kicked off on the
Foundation Day of the School in
2018. The School had a dedicated
fund allocated for the celebrations
and was the recipient of a generous
grant from the Jacquar Group, who
became sponsors of the keystone
event of our celebrations.
We started with a competition for

the design of a logo. This was open
to SPA alumni only and was won
by Mr Manivannan (Class of 1999
an alumnus of the Department of
Landscape Architecture).
Merchandise featuring this logo –
including T-shirts, Mugs, Coasters,
Stickers, and Lapel-pins – to
commemorate the Platinum Jubilee
was released on Foundation Day
2018.
A Platinum Jubilee Lecture Series
was planned over the year. Eminent
alumni were invited to tell us about
their professional and personal
journeys. Our speakers were Ar.
Prem Chandavarkar (Class of 1978)
from Bengaluru, Dr. Geeta Mehta
(Class of 1978) from New York, Ar.
Anshuman Malur (Class of 2000),
Ar. Ajit Pai (Class of 1998), Ar. Cyrus
Vesuvala (Class of 1980), Ar. Sanjay
Prakash (Class of 1980) and Ar.
Meena Mani (Class of 1971).
The Brazilian Ambassador,
architecture critic and Pritzker
jury member, his excellency André

architecture critic and Pritzker
jury member, his excellency André
Corrêa do Lago also delivered a
lecture entitled, “Nationalism and
Architecture” as part of the Platinum
Jubilee Celebrations.
The Series featured two panel
discussions as well: Dr. Priyaleen
Singh (Class of 1981) and Ar. Abha
Narayan Lambah (Class of 1993)
engaged in conversation about
the importance of “Demystifying
Conservation” and Profs. Vibhuti
Sachdev, Anu Sabhlok, Neeraj Gupta,
Tapan Chakraborty and Manoj
Mathur spoke about “What should
tomorrow’s Architects Learn Today?”
The odd semester commenced
in January 2019 with “Platinum
Jubilations” that included an
interactive session over Chai with
alumni and current students titled
“Chahe Mujhe Koi Architect Kahe”
followed by an evening of music
featuring alumni musicians and their
bands.
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Corrêa do Lago also delivered a
lecture entitled, “Nationalism and
Architecture” as part of the Platinum
Jubilee Celebrations.
The Series featured two panel
discussions as well: Dr. Priyaleen
Singh (Class of 1981) and Ar. Abha
Narayan Lambah (Class of 1993)
engaged in conversation about
the importance of “Demystifying
Conservation” and Profs. Vibhuti
Sachdev, Anu Sabhlok, Neeraj Gupta,
Tapan Chakraborty and Manoj
Mathur spoke about “What should
tomorrow’s Architects Learn Today?”
The odd semester commenced
in January 2019 with “Platinum
Jubilations” that included an
interactive session over Chai with
alumni and current students titled
“Chahe Mujhe Koi Architect Kahe”
followed by an evening of music
featuring alumni musicians and their
bands.
Some interesting workshops on
subjects chosen by students were
also conducted. An alumnus Ar.
Monish Siripurapu (Class of 2009),
along with 3 other alumni conducted
a very well-received workshop from
11th to 13th January called “Future
Studios ONE.”
Younger alumni curated a series
of interactions with SPA Alumni
who are doing things other than
architecture calling their programme
‘Off site’. A chance remark by
an alumni about having work to
show and the lucky circumstance
of Everest Industries agreeing to
vi

sponsor it, allowed us to add an
exhibition to our lineup. Thus came
about SPARK, an exhibition of alumni
award-winning works held from 20th
to 24th September 2019 at Alliance
Francaise, Lodhi Estates, New Delhi.
We had on exhibition work from
Prof Ram Sharma’s studio right
upto our youngest team fresh out
of college, with one of them still
studying at the time of the exhibition.
In addition to this was an adapted
version of the “Archumen”quiz
competition for alumni and students
held on the closing day of the
exhibition. Ethos an alumni initiative
innovatively called it ‘Sparkumen’ –
acknowledging at once the exhibition
and the exhibitors and Archumen’s
own connect to SPA.
The Department of Architecture
also exhibited panels from the
Brazilian Pavilion at the 2014
Venice Biennale in the Architecture
Block foyer from 29th August to
30th September, 2019. Curated
by André Aranha Corrêa do Lago,
recognized architectural critic,
member of the distinguished 2017
Pritzker Prize Jury and Brazilian
ambassador to India, the exhibition
presented a chronological evolution
of its country’s architecture, which
is characterized by an intimate
relationship to modernism. In
response to the 2014 Venice
Architecture Biennale theme of
‘Absorbing Modernism: 1914–2014’,
Blue Khirki, an alumni initiative,
under the mentorship of Prof Manoj
Mathur to produce a film on all that is
and has been SPA Delhi..

At the inauguration of the exhibition
our ex-Chairman, Prof Ram
Sharma suggested to document the
exhibition. There was a lot of work
on display and a lot more that could
have been displayed, besides it was
on view for a few days only. Not every
student or alumni in the Delhi NCR
was able to visit let alone those in
other cities, states even countries.
So came about the idea of this
publication based on the exhibition.
The Director kindly made available
the funds required for creating the
manuscript for the book.
Work started, with the Team
Exhibition throwing themselves
once more into a job that proved
more demanding than the exhibition
itself. From creating a format for the
book that was necessarily different
from the one used for the exhibition,
getting in touch with our exhibitors
and other alumni who missed
exhibiting; cajoling, assisting and
reminding our very well-intended
but busy contributors to finally
handing over the manuscript to our
publishers – its been an eventful
but highly enjoyable period that saw
equal amounts of elation frustration
as well as frustration elation with
shifting deadlines and increasing
contributions.
And so here we are at the end of the
celebrations of our Platinum Jubilee
with this book we sincerely hope you
enjoy.
May our alma mater keep her lead
and continue producing India’s finest
professionals for the next 75 years.

SPA: Through Time & Space
PROF. (DR.) MANDEEP SINGH
My Nostalgic Journey Since 1973...
SPA has been perhaps the longest
and most beautiful part of my life.
Though I visited and stayed for a
week in the SPA hostel with my
father (also an Alumnus of SPA),
when he attended a short-term
course of Landscape Architecture
in 1970, my own tryst with SPA
began in 1973 when I joined the
B.Arch program after completing my
schooling from Chandigarh. As I am
penning down from my memory, any
minor errors in dates may please be
overlooked.
1973–79
July 16, 1973 – my first day in the
Architecture department and the
hostel in Planning building. Prof.
Jhabvala welcomed our batch in
auditorium and what stayed in
my mind till date is, in addition to
regular speech that ragging is strictly
banned, he added that in case any
senior wanted to indulge in the same
we were welcome to reach him any

hour of the day. Few hours later in
the hostel we learnt that as freshers
we were not supposed to bolt our
rooms from inside as seniors could
‘visit’ us any hour of the day. In
next few days we understood that
ragging can be out of box without
any physical or emotional torture.
First lesson of what was to come in
Architecture education.
The architecture building was
well kept with expression of
horizontal lines where all chajjas
were connected by RCC band in
front and columns running behind
with exposed brick texture next to
windows. Windows are staggered
on floors but due to continuous
horizontal band connecting chajjas it
looked an interesting composition;
Very different from what I
experienced in Chandigarh.
Being a basketball player, I was very
happy to see a full court on east of
auditorium which greeted all on
entering the campus. In addition,

there was full volleyball court too,
an all-weather indoor badminton
court and TT table in multipurpose
hall properly known as Audi. The
said hall was divided in three levels
in addition to a stage, where lower
level was merged with middle level
for badminton and the higher level
stayed for TT. There was also a
cricket pitch and open space across
the ring road for athletics and cricket
matches, sometimes between faculty
and students. Sports Day was a big
event. The Planning building boasted
of a lawn tennis court which was
extensively used by then FounderDirector Mr. Manickam who had also
designed the Archi block.
The architecture department was
running two courses namely B.Arch.
and N.D.Arch. The B.Arch. program
of 5 years had intake of 35 students.
The N.D.Arch program (classes held
in evening, as all students were
working in offices), was of seven
and half years duration, where
workload of one year of B.Arch was
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split into one and half years. It had
intake of around 20 students per
year. Around 175 students in B.Arch.
(day program) and 100 students
in N.D.Arch (evening program) –
the building served very well to
all the needs of these students. All
10 classes had dedicated studios.
B.Arch. studios were bigger with
attached faculty room, wash basin to
wash inking equipment and windows
on both sides. N.D.Arch studios
were smaller and had windows on
north side only. The evening classes
resulted in long hours of library,
canteen and other facilities. The
canteen was indeed a happening
place where many of us would spend
long hours.
The hostel in the Planning building
brings forth fond memories. Till
1972, there were less than a dozen
girl students in B.Arch program
whereas in our batch we had seven
girl students. The boy’s hostel
(present girl’s hostel) in Planning
building was around a courtyard
which had well lit badminton
court. In three wings, North, East
and South, rooms had a balcony
and were G+2 floors whereas west
wing, which appears to be a later
addition, was G+3 floors and without
balconies. West wing was allotted
to Architecture students and other
three to PG students.
The girls hostel was on first floor
of G+1 building (now replaced by a
multistorey with New Committee
room, studios, etc.). It was located
above the Mess which was next
viii

to lily pond. The pond had its
‘special use’ during Holi. There
was a multipurpose hall on ground
floor of Planning building (now old
committee room CASS, etc.) where
we used to watch Doordarshan
programmes on a black & white TV.
With all ups and downs including
one extra year, I completed B.Arch
in 1979, and was among top ten
percent students awarded Delhi
University degree. Till then, all other
courses were being awarded PG
diploma or undergraduate National
Diploma equivalent to B.Arch.
degree. 1979 is also important
in the history of SPA when SPA
was conferred status of Deemed
University. Now SPA could award
degrees to PG students.
1981–83
After working for two years, once
again I joined as a student in 1981 in
Urban Design programme. The UD
program was being conducted from
second floor of Architecture Building.
Due to shortage of hostel space
half (West side) of the top floor was
converted to hostel. I opted to stay
in makeshift hostel in Architecture
building as UD classes were held in
same building. While breakfast was
served here, one had to go to other
hostel for lunch and dinner. Work
and play in the same building was
great experience. This time unlike
B.Arch, I cleared M.UD in 2 years.
1985–2004
I was so fascinated by my faculty,
their projects and teaching, that after

starting my studio in 1983 when
faculty positions were announced
in 1984/85, I applied for full-time
faculty position and was offered
Assistant Professor Position in
B.Arch. program in 1985. It was a
dream come true that I could practice
and teach at the age of little less than
30 years.
Lots of changes had taken place since
1979. Maharani Bagh was ready, girls
hostel was replaced with multistorey,
B.Arch. course had two sections,
evening course was discontinued,
and more PG programmes were
added. The hostel and UD program
was shifted out from Architecture
building to accommodate 10 studios.
M.Arch (ID) course started from
Architecture building.
My first day, now as faculty 12 years
later from year of joining as student,
with stalwarts like Mr. Anil Laul and
Mr. Rajiv Gupta in third year studio
was great learning experience which
helped me to start taking class as
studio director of first year in very
next year and continue so for the
next 5–6 years. It is so heartening
that many students I taught in first
year are still in touch.
Department of Architecture which
started in 1942 in DU, later joined in
1955 as part of School of Planning
and Architecture celebrated its
Golden Jubilee in 1992 under
chairmanship of Prof Ram Sharma.
Around this time the SPA Alumni
association was also formed with
Prof Ram Sharma as founder

President and I was asked to take
over as treasurer in the absence of
Ranjana Mittal. One did not envisage
that 25 years later I will be taking
care of Platinum Jubilee celebrations
as HOD and Dr. Ranjana Mittal
would head the team organizing the
celebrations.
2005 till celebration of Platinum
Jubilee of Dept. of Architecture
Between 1985 and the next two
decades, many changes in the
building and my position took
place. Post-agitation during Prime
Ministership of Mr. V.P. Singh
(Mandal Commission), the student
strength further grew by 54%.
To accommodate this strength, a
number of changes were made with
Prof. Grover as HOD. There was huge
addition of cars too, connecting band
of chajja had started falling and was
knocked off being unsafe. Open
spaces were redesigned to take care
of parking needs and sports facilities
gave way to new needs.

department and I was unexpectedly
offered position of Head Industrial
Design. Unfortunately, Vasant Kunj
campus construction is yet to start.
Next few years were learning
experience, now as Head ID,
followed by Head Urban Design,
Head Architecture, Dean of Studies,
officiating Director for month and
Head Architecture for a second
tenure. The Platinum Jubilee of
department was celebrated during
my second tenure as Head. Dr.
Ranjana Mittal along with Prof.
Manoj Mathur, Mr. Leon, Mr. Shuvojit
Sarkar, Mrs Vandana Balakrishnan,
Mr. Nishant Gautam, other faculty
members and students planned and
executed very successfully one year
of Platinum Jubilee.

The ID department was given space
by reorganizing workshop, material
testing lab. BEM was located in an
area where Physics and Chemistry
labs were located. Two good things
happened, OAT was created and I got
selected as Professor in this period
and also completed PhD.
Since there was huge shortage of
space, an International competition
was organized for design of new
Campus at Vasant Kunj. One major
decision of then director Mr. Saha
resulted in change of all 12 heads of
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A Platinum Affair: 75 years
with SPA, New Delhi
RAM SHARMA
I recall an account narrated by Mr. R.
L. Bawa, one of the first students who
enrolled in 1942, in the Department
of Architecture (DoA), Delhi
Polytechnic, Delhi.
“In 1942 I came to Delhi from Lahore
to join the Art Department of Delhi
Polytechnic, located at Kashmere
Gate. Not conversant with the
geography of the campus I wandered
around a bit. I spotted a white man, at
the far end of the grounds. Gingerly,
I walked to him and before I could
ask him about the Art Department,
he commanded: “Do you want to join
architecture?” I was so nervous that
without thinking I blurted out – “yes”.
His next command was: “what do you
know about architecture?” “Nothing”,
I said. “Admitted!” he ruled!”
Like Mr. Bawa a large number of us
joined the Architecture Department,
Delhi Polytechnic, without much
knowledge about the profession. My
own story goes like this.

iv

In 1949, in the city of Madhopur near
Pathankot, my father was engaged
in the construction of a Barrage over
Ravi River. I, a mere boy of 15, was
very impressed by a large number
of engineers zooming around in
jeeps. “I want a Jeep – have to be an
engineer,” I said to myself.

not 10+1 and so my application
was rejected. One year at a college
in Patiala, was followed by return
to Delhi Polytechnic to study
Architecture and there went my Jeep.

In 1951 upon having successfully
completed my higher secondary
(10+1) exams, I was all set to join
an engineering programme when
my father intervened and suggested
I should go to Delhi Polytechnic
and apply for Architecture. All he
knew (like others in that time) was
that architects prepared drawings,
but enjoyed better positions than
draftsmen. Not convinced, I came
to Delhi Polytechnic, applied for
admission to a Civil Engineering
Course (no way was I going to allow
my father to take away my Jeep).

For the first couple of days I was
quite nervous and tense. I did not
know anyone. “Five years is a long
time”, would I ever be able to go
through this arduous journey of
studying a course of which I knew
little? However, one thing was clear
in my mind; I was to give it my best
shot – come rain or shine.

As luck would have it, the minimum
qualification required for the
Engineering Course was 10+2 and

Student years, Department of
Architecture, Delhi Polytechnic,
Delhi: 1952–1957

In first year I was allotted a four
seated room: one out of the three
roommates, Shiban Ganju, was
my classmate while the other two
were from Textile Engineering
Department. Our hostel, New Hostel,
as it was known, was a single-storey
building with 12 rooms built around
an arcaded courtyard. Three other

classmates of mine (Satish Davar,
Ranjit Sabikhi and Ved Raori) along
with students from several other
departments such as Civil, Chemical,
Mechanical and Textile engineering,
and Fine Arts joined our hostel.
The mix promoted a healthy social
interaction.
Our class comprised 30 students of
which just six of us were hostellers.
Strangers as we were on the first
day in the department, it took a little
time for us to connect and become
friends. Life became joyous as our
seniors, instead of ragging us, started
treating us to cups of tea and coffee.
The reason(s) for this benevolence,
as we discovered later, were the three
girls in our class who happened to be
the only girls in the department.
The Department of Architecture
occupied first floor of a two-storied
building, built around a large
courtyard, and comprised five
studios, an art room, a seminar/
multipurpose room and a small
library.
The canteen was on the ground
floor with a sit-out. The setting out
of the building was simple, yet most
appropriate – conducive for learning
and promoted active interaction
among students.
The five-year diploma course in
architecture was upgraded to an
undergraduate (B. Arch) degree
course in the year in 1952. In
first year, besides design and
construction exercises, there was a

lot of emphasis on the preparation of
isometric and perspective sketches.
Construction drawings were done
in pencil on cartridge sheets (Kent),
and for design exercises, which were
invariably done in ink and rendered
in colour, one used Waterman
cartridge sheets. For drawings in
ink one required a crowquill pen
for freehand drawing, and boa pen
for formal geometrical line-work.
Drawing with a boa pen required a
special skill because one could vary
the thickness of lines by making
subtle adjustments in hard pointed
beak-shaped nibs. However, in due
course the boa pen got replaced by a
Grafo instrument box, nibs of which
catered to varied thicknesses. With
time Grafo sets too got replaced by
Rapidograph pen set, which had pens
for lines of different thicknesses.
The general practice of presentation
of design projects was in the form
of an appropriately rendered
set of drawings drawn in ink on
cartridge sheets. Three-dimensional
models were not in vogue. Instead
professionally rendered perspective/
isometrics were preferred. Threedimensional models were made
only in IV year, of select top ranked
projects, especially as part of display
for annual exhibitions.
The external design examination in
the 3rd year extended over two days
and that in the 5th year for three
days. For the final external portfolio
examination at conclusion of fifth
year, entire studio works conducted
in 4th and 5th year were required to

be submitted for assessment. Only
the grades awarded by external jury
were taken into account and one
could fail in final assessment even
if internal performance had been
excellent.
Prof V. B. Vaidya, Prof Dutta, Prof C.
S. H Jhabvala, Prof. Sathe, Prof. B.
S. Saini, Prof. Pratap Sen were with
us during the five years. Landscape
lectures were by the HoD, Prof. Mrs.
E.S. Ghuman; and Prof. Charles
Fabri lectured on the History of
Civilization. The teachers were
conscientious, dedicated, friendly
and inculcated in us an attitude of
inquiry and self-learning.
This was the stage when the
profession of architecture was
still nascent. Barring a couple of
private architectural firms, most of
the modern buildings were being
designed by engineer-dominated
government offices. They were
prosaic and uninspiring to say
the least. We spent a considerable
amount of time in the library –
learning from projects published in
architectural magazines. We often
went across to a nearby book shop,
Atma Ram and Sons, to peruse works
of the masters – Le Corbusier, Frank
Lloyd Wright, Mies Van der Rohe,
Walter Gropius, Oscar Niemeyer,
Eero Saarinen among others. This
exposed us to latest trends across the
world, and enhanced our caliber on
emerging styles.
Notwithstanding long hours of work
there was no dearth of entertainment
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and fun. The prime actors who kept
us amused during the term included
a senior student who wanted us to
pass on his scripted heart-breaking
poems to one of the girls in our class
on regular basis (which we never
did); second, was a vain maneuverer
classmate (identity withheld)
whose ‘smart-alec’ behavior was as
annoying as it was amusing. Then,
of course there was a teacher who
was assigned the job of teaching us
English. He would read out pages
from poet and philosopher Henry
David Thoreau book – while looking
intermittently and expectantly at
one of the young ladies in our class
– much to her embarrassment.
We didn’t follow a word of what he
said as our attention was focused
on rhythmic oscillation of his eyes.
Fortunately, the lady in question got
married soon after and left much to
the disappointment of the tutor. The
canteen run by Doctor (the manager)
was our favourite adda for fun and
merrymaking – over cups of tea/
coffee, bread pakoras and omlettes.
Our multifarious activities included
birthday celebrations, visits to
theatre, cinema, art exhibitions, and
music and dance concerts.
First day of our exams – May 29,
1953, turned out to be a historic one;
‘MOUNT EVEREST CONQUERED’
announced the Newspaper
headlines. The feat was achieved by
Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay
on this day. Strangely enough our
first day of our Final year exam –
April 01, 1957, too turned out to be
equally memorable: it was on this
vi

day that the Naya Paisa (1/100 of a
Rupee as compared to 1/64 earlier)
was introduced in the country.
Having gathered adequate selfconfidence we proceeded to the
second year. In my case I felt even
more self-assured as during the
summer break I undertook an
apprenticeship under the Chief
Architect of PEPSU (Patiala and East
Punjab States Union). It provided me
opportunities to visit Chandigarh
several times where an entirely new
architectural vocabulary was being
introduced by Le Corbusier and his
fellow associates. Stylistic freshness
of the buildings coming up made
a deep impression on my mind,
enlarged my vision, and kindles an
excitement for the discipline I was
pursuing.
Studies in second year got along
without any major hiccup. Satish
Davar, a classmate and good friend,
got elected as President of Senior
Students Union and I was nominated
as the General Secretary. We
organized a wide range of scholarly,
recreational and cultural events.
Students from our department
staged a Hindi play at Students Youth
Festival 1953, held at Talkatora
Gardens. We also participated in
group song competition and won
First Prize. The Play was directed
by Prof. R.G. Anand, visiting
faculty at DoA, and the song was
choreographed by Bhupinder (who
was a Gurudwara ragi at that time
but later became a famous Bollywood
background singer).

Interaction with the students of Art
department helped us understand
and appreciate art. Photography
classes in Art department, conducted
by renowned photographer T.
Kashinath, got us interested. I
managed to convince my father
that it was necessary for me to have
a camera. Generous as he was, he
promptly sent me Rs. 100/. I bought
an Agfa camera and started to shoot
pictures. Soon it became a passion.
In due course we set up a dark room
and began developing films and
making enlargements.
One day when I arrived in the
canteen I was greeted by an excited
crowd of classmates. The reason,
I discovered later, was publication
of two of my colour photographs of
Jhulta Minar in Ahmedabad, in a
national journal, ‘Illustrated Weekly
of India’. I was on cloud nine at the
recognition of my photographic skill.
A cheque of Rs. 50/- came in a week
later and I too hosted a grand tea
party for all my classmates.
Rs. 50/- could host a party for 30???
In those days one rupee was a lot
of money. Rs. 100/- that I got per
month was more than adequate for
my hostel rent, three meals a day,
stationery and drafting equipment,
laundry, periodic outings, etc. A cup
of tea, coffee, samosa was 10 Naya
Paisa (np) each, bananas were 40 np
per dozen, a plate of chhola bathuras
was 25 np, bus fare from Kashmere
Gate to CP was 10 np, cinema tickets
were 60 np, a three course meal at
high-end restaurants at CP, with a

drink and cabaret thrown in, was
Rs. 2.25/-, and a bottle of beer was
Rs. 1.75/- (25 np refund for return of
bottle).
Two neighbourhood cinemas, Ritz
and Minerva, gave us 50% discount
for afternoon shows – best for
inexpensive entertainment. The
12.00 noon show suited us amiably:
we would take half an hour off each
from morning and afternoon studios
– of course with the permission of
our teachers. One such case comes
to my mind. The film was ‘Bathing
Beauty’ with Esther Williams, which
all of us were keen to see. Our Art
teacher, Sen Saab, who was very fond
of our class and whom we adored,
for once decided to be strict and
rejected our request for delayed
reporting to his afternoon studio.
“No”, he said, “you boys and girls are
getting spoiled! I would not permit it
anymore.” After some time, having
noticed our heartbroken faces he
said, “OK, tum log chalo, mai baad me
atta hu” (you carry on, I will also join
you).
Thanks to the annual Shankar Lal
Music Festival, we developed an
interest in Classical music. We
were treated to the most melodious
instrumental music by Ustad
Allauddin khan, Vilayat Khan and Ali
Akbar. By 12.30 at night we decided
to call it a day, when the next artist
by the name of Bhimsen Joshi was
announced. “Never heard of him”
we said, and headed for the exit,
when his sonorous voice resounded.
Absolutely spellbound, we returned

to our seats for his rendition of raga
Shudh Kalyan.
In the 3rd year exams, as many
as 20 out of 30 of us failed; (only
6, went through and the rest 4
had compartment). This came as
the biggest shock to us – a class
considered bright and talented.
In fact entire faculty and student
community was aghast. The culprit:
erroneous examination system and
flawed eligibility criteria, which
required one to pass in every subject.
We were shell-shocked; to see our
class bonding shattered. We took
solace in the Hindi song –‘Din ke
din ab bitat nahi’ and resolved not
to allow this tragedy to break up
our camaraderie. Although we did
not graduate together we remained
interconnected, with identity as
‘CLASS of 1952’ (associated with
year of our joining DoA – and not
with year of graduation). Rup Chand
Rajpal, Narendra Juneja, Jayant
Agnihotri, S. Natarajan, Arjun Deo
and I were the lucky six who made
it to the 4th year: four others joined
us later, upon clearing compartment
exams. In 4th year quality of my
work enhanced appreciably. I scored
15E/16 in major design project
which was selected for preparation
of a model along with two others. I
did even better in 5th year – so did
my classmates. This raised our selfconfidence and encouraged us to
abide by what we believed in.
For the thesis project, four of us,
Narendra, Jayant, Natarajan and I
worked together. We had set up a

studio in one of the hostel rooms. We
had only four days left for our final
submission when we were compelled
to spend one night to prepare a thesis
for one of our dear friends from Fiji
Islands, Joseph Swami, a delightfully
charming fellow (who was in final
year N.D. Arch) and whose interests
lay elsewhere than in studies – he
used to sing Mohammad Rafi’s songs
from film Baiju Bawara. “This is my
last chance to submit the thesis”, he
said, and had done no work on it.
“What’s your thesis we asked?” “I do
not know, you decide!” So we decided
on the topic, prepared four drawings
and handed them over to him on the
following morning along with some
information on the topic and concept
of his thesis. With the gift of gab he
had, he got through much to our
delight.
Having done well in 4th and 5th
year, I looked forward to score well in
final external examination. However,
this was not to be. The external Jury
(which did not include any internal
teacher), while having chai and
pakoras, took less than ten minutes
to have a cursory glance at six of my
design projects (4th+5th year’s work)
and thesis, and without seeking any
explanation, and without giving any
consideration to internal grades,
dismissed me with a big thank you.
I was given 52% marks as against
93% awarded by the internal faculty.
Though appalled, I took it in my
stride as I did not see any point in
brooding over it. I took solace in the
proverb “don’t worry about losing a
battle; this helps you win the war”.
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Post Graduation
Close on the heels of my graduation
several memorable events occurred.
Firstly, Town & Country Planning
Organization, New Delhi, offered me
Rs. 275/- starting salary as against
Rs. 200/- to some of my classmates –
who had scored much better than me
in school’s final exams.
Second booster shot came in
Chandigarh, in the form of a
compliment by Le Corbusier. In
January 1958, P. Jeanneret, who
was Chief Architect, Capital Project
in Chandigarh, selected me for an
Architectural Assistant’s job over
11 others, who had appeared in the
interview. One day, during Corbu’s
visit to Chandigarh, Jeanneret called
for me, from the drafting studio, and
said that he would like to see my
thesis drawings. I felt flattered, ran to
my house and fetched them. Corbu
went through my drawings very
patiently and remarked – Bon! I was
in seventh heaven! Couldn’t believe
what I just heard: to receive a pat on
your back by world’s most renowned
architect was like winning a Nobel
Prize!
Third booster shot was my
registration at Harvard, USA. In
August 1958 I travelled to Harvard,
U.S.A for a three-year post graduate
program in Landscape Architecture.
As per prevailing practice, being
an architect, I was given one year
advance standing and admitted
directly in second year. Before
commencement of the term I paid
a courtesy call on the Chairman of
the department, Prof. Hideo Sasaki.
viii

While with him I casually asked for
his reaction to my work, photocopies
of which I had sent to him. He got
them out, studied them for a while
and said: “Do you have the original
of these drawings here, especially of
your thesis ‘Yamuna River Front?”
Looking at nature and quality of
your work there is a possibility that
we might admit you directly in third
year. Fortunately I had carried my
original drawings with me, so got
straight into the third year. I was
delighted, not because I saved a
year – but because the caliber of
my work was acknowledged by an
internationally renowned academic.
After graduation in 1959, I moved
to New York, worked there for three
years and returned to Delhi, after
spending two months in Europe.
After a brief stint at the National
Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, I
returned to Delhi in August 1963, set
up my practice and started teaching
part time at SPA New Delhi.
Teaching years, SPA, Delhi: 1963–
2004
By the time I returned from abroad,
DoA and the Planning Department,
set up by Prof. T.J. Manickam
in 1955–56, had combined and
acquired a new identity – ‘School
of Planning and Architecture’.
Upon joining SPA I realized that it
was a reunion of a sort of the class
of ‘52. As many as four of my old
classmates, Raj Rewal, Ranjit Sabikhi,
Ajoy Chowdhury, Satish Davar,
were already teaching there. I also
found some other old schoolmates

including Rajinder Singh, Kuldip
singh, Jasbir Sachdev and Morad
Chowdhury on the faculty. Prof.
Vaidya was heading the DoA at that
time.
Having spent three to four years in
Europe and USA, studying, working
and travelling, we had managed a fair
grasp of latest academic pedagogy
being practiced in the Western world.
We also had opportunities to study
and evaluate latest modern buildings
by internationally renowned
architects in Europe and USA. We
were young and enthusiastic to share
our knowledge in the best possible
way. We found the School an ideal
venue to achieve this objective. The
students were committed and eager
to learn.
Student–faculty interactions spilled
over to the cricket field, in the form
of matches between staff and the
students. Manickam was very fond
of this game and made it a yearly
event. It was unusual to find that
contrary to customary practice of
students thrashing the faculty, they
got pounded year after year. Star
batsman – Manjit Agnihotri, allrounders – Ram Sharma and Satish
Dabral, and wicket keeper – Rajinder
Singh of the faculty accounted for
students’ downfall.
In 1965 the Department of
Architecture was shifted to the new
campus at Indraprastha Estate. The
credit goes to Prof. T.J. Manickam,
the founder Director of SPA, who
through his excellent rapport with

the Ministry was able to procure
land and funds for the new campus.
Prof. Manickam was quite a dynamic
administrator and soon was able to
add quite a few more post graduate
departments.
Department of Architecture was
housed in a six-storied building
with much greater area than the
old Kashmere Gate building.
Students were happy as they got
bigger studios and lecture rooms,
but we, the faculty, were dismayed
as it was completely devoid of the
environmental ambience of the old
single-floor-building-with studios
around a large courtyard.
In May 1989, a few alumni of the
School got together to form an
Alumni Association. We started off
with twelve members and within a
few months our ranks had swelled to
over two hundred and fifty. SPA
Alumni Association was envisioned
as a forum for professional and social
activities of concern to all alumni
and the School. Our objectives
included formation of a trust fund
which would finance publications,
scholarships and travel grants for
needy and deserving students;
prizes and awards to outstanding
project works and research efforts.
An interim executive committee,
comprising senior and fresh
graduates from different degree
programs, nominated Ram Sharma
as President, Malay Chatterjee as
Vice President, Nalini Thakur as
Secretary and Ranjana Mittal as
Treasurer.

The year 1992 marked the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the
Department of Architecture. The
Golden Jubilee celebrations were
inaugurated by Prince Charles and
culminated in a three-day reunion of
alumni, faculty and students during
October 30 to November 01, 1992.
With close to 70 years of
acquaintance with this institution,
as a student, as a teacher and in
other capacities, and as a wellwisher of the School, I see great
things for SPA. I would like to urge
present administration to upgrade
the physical infrastructure of the
school. It will do a world of good
to the School if its new campus for
which the land and finance is in place
is made functional without further
delay.

RAM SHARMA
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PROF. MANOJ MATHUR
I stumbled into SPA hunting for
lunch.
ITO then had none of the hustlebustle of today and food vends were
sparse. Travelling from Agra, I was
at CBSE Head Office, then located
near WHO, to collect my XI Boards
marksheet. That hot summer day,
parched and famished after an
unsuccessful morning, all I wanted
was a cool place to have a cool drink.
Turning the corner at Vikas Minar,
there came into view this outlet in
the stilts area of a building, sprinkled
with quirky black-and-chrome
designer chairs, characteristically
non-sarkari. It hardly mattered what
this place was. Aided by a bread
pakora and a tall iced coffee, it was
love at first bite.
Polite enquiries revealed that this
was indeed the new avatar of the
“Delhi School of Architecture”,
reported missing from Kashmiri
gate a few years ago and admissions
to B. Arch. were yet to happen.
x

Such is destiny that here I was. My
journey of becoming an architect
and an educator has some special
moments at some special places at
SPA which never really get their due.
Beginning with a direct landing into
the Planning canteen, my most vivid
memories are of the food court that
was the SPA neighborhood, long
before food courts were even a thing.
The Hostel Mess was in what is
today the ITO Girls Hostel. By third
party consensus, it was the best
college hostel mess in all of Delhi.
The superior food, service and
conviviality had as much to do with
finer senses of the inmates as with
the hefty presence of in-service
professionals doing PG programs
who demanded proper “saheb”
treatment, and spiffy bandobust of
officers’ mess standard, much to our
sub-altern delight.
SPA hostel breakfast was legend
among students, especially DU
hostellers. Where else did one get

unlimited coffee/tea/toasts (free) with
butter/jam (paid), or eggs cooked to
order, or the choice of cornflakes and
cutlets for the vegetarians? Great
friendships with students outside
the hostel were sustained on the
prospect of being invited as a guest
at breakfast after a Saturday nightout. Hostel life centered around the
mess, with the large dining tables
and chairs (not benches) lending
themselves to both recreational and
academic activity in off-meal times.
Our wall newspaper, “Mess Times”
diligently raised burning issues
for which realistic illustrations of
“jali-hui-rotis” were painstakingly
prepared overnight using paper
burned patchily to the exact shades
of brown. Even the politics was
food-focused. Once a fiercely fought
HMC election brought to the helm a
renegade outfit promising change
to more healthy fare. Otherwisepenniless inmates were cajoled into
funding an industrial-sized, gas-fired
oven. One “baked dish” in every meal

was much appreciated by weightwatching ladies but derided by the
boys. As a containment strategy,
much opposed to the original intent,
a sop of a weekly ‘firangi’ dessert was
introduced. The most memorable
was something whose French
name was translated for us yokels
as “Stewed Apples with Honey and
Wine”, so ooh-la-la and too good to
last!
Days were spent at Archi block under
the watchful eye of Doctor. No one
knew why he was called that. Much
more than a canteen manager, Doctor
was the master of all he surveyed on
the ground floor from his perch at the
canteen window. It was at the eastern
end then, towards the spill-out, and
in the centre of all action. He was
every student’s unspoken guardian.
Any student’s physical, emotional or
financial problem would be resolved
with Doctor’s soothing words chased
by a comforting Rice-n-ShamiKebab lunch (free). Sadly, Doctor
passed on leaving many in his debt.
The canteen itself was a surreal
landscape of exposed brick masonry,
with different bonds, quoins, closers
and reverse arches. Nestled therein
were wood-slats or kota-stone
surfaces one could sit or sleep on; Or
eat off. Complementing this was a
large graffiti wall. When the canteen
was gutted, “to create more space”,
quite by chance it had a rendition of
“The Last Supper”.
By late afternoon the canteen was
taken over by N.D. Arch. students
trudging in from their offices for

evening classes. It was our cue to
move to our next watering hole,
Benny’s. This shack in the ITPI
compound found its main custom
in the SPA hostel, across the low
boundary wall. The scrumptious
South Indian tiffin items were so
popular that finding a plate perch
on the wall at 6:00 PM could be a
struggle. Also serving “meals”, Benny
would be pottering till late to give
missed-mess-dinner stragglers some
caked rice and super-thin sambhar.
But the steaming filter coffee made
up for everything.
By this time night-owls would
gravitate towards the Planning block
stilts where the daytime canteen
made way for a Night Tea Bar.
Insipid, overboiled, CTC dust chai
laced with mounds of sugar and
milk was religiously had in thimblesized glasses. High-brow Ayn Rand
afficionados preferred lemon tea.
The usual accompaniment would be
the humble “fans” or “dande” but one
could splurge on cream-rolls. This
was essential fuel for the small hours
when real creative work got done,
and undone and scrapped before
the 4-o-clock idea kicked in and one
headed to Express building. Stuffed
parathas and hot milk in the company
of early-riser cab drivers, fresh and
ready for their trip to mofussil towns
carrying the morning newspapers,
helped us to stay slightly ahead of the
curve with current affairs.

tandoori rotis” whose aroma filled
the night air, so proclaimed by one
of my dear departed classmates. A
satisfying repast of dal-fry, mix veg
and kheer could be had for a pittance.
Similar treats awaited at the Tilak
Bridge Hanuman Mandir. Saturday
nights mess-off took us far afield
and SPA takes credit for discovering
and supporting Nirulas and Pandara
Road as the hip alternative to the
stuffy establishments of Daryaganj
and CP.
But the absolute height had to be
Casa Medici. In 1980, this Italian
restaurant on the fourteenth floor
of the Taj Mahal Hotel, Man Singh
Road, offered an all-you-can-eat, late
night buffet at a price even cheaper
than our average monthly mess
bill of Rs. 230/-. It was aspirational
and we eagerly looked forward to
being treated there by our superseniors. Many of those esteemed
alumni figure in this book and
we are grateful for their notable
contributions, apart from those
humungous treats. For them let us
raise a toast,
To Sparks!

Then there was “Frags!” The dhaba
across the road (now dubbed ATR)
got that name from “lovely, fragrant
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